
Appendix 1
CORPORATE COMPLAINTS 4th QUARTER 2016/17

The Council’s Corporate Complaints Policy consists of a three stage process, providing a 
point of appeal at stage three via the Customer Feedback Team for complainants who 
remain dissatisfied with the outcome of their complaint to a service.

New complaints received

A total of 122 new complaints were received in the fourth quarter. As can be seen from the 
graph below, the number of complaints received overall has decreased over the year, 
mainly due to a reduction in the number of complaints being received by the Environmental 
Management Service.  The total number of complaints received across all services in 2016-
17 was 569, which is a reduction of 45% compared to last year when 1261 complaints were 
received.

Details of the complaints received in the fourth quarter and examples of lessons learned as 
a result of complaints are included later in the report.

Year on year comparison

The graph below compares the number of complaints received in the fourth quarter this 
year with the same period last year.  As can be seen below the number of complaints 
received in the fourth quarter this year was considerably lower with a dramatic reduction 
being seen in the number of complaints received by the Environmental Management 
Service.  The introduction of the new Waste Strategy and weekly food waste and alternate 
recycling collections resulted in a marked increase in complaints received during the third 
quarter of last year when it was introduced, however the number of complaints continued to 
decrease throughout 2016-17 as the process became established.
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Complaints by Directorate

Details of the nature of complaints received by each Directorate can be found in the 
following tables.  The tables include details of all complaints that were either upheld or 
partially upheld together with the number of complaints that were found to be not upheld.  A 
number of complaints are reported as being ‘out of scope’.  These are complaints where it 
was established that the subject of the complaint was the responsibility of another 
organisation e.g. Rochdale Boroughwide Housing or Riverside Housing and the complaints 
were referred on to be dealt with under the organisation’s own complaints procedure.

AGILISYS

ECONOMY

Service Area Nature of complaint  
Contact Centre Not upheld 3
 Total 3

Service Area Nature of complaint  
Planning Standard of customer service 1

Notification letter not received 1
Planning enforcement action 1

 Not upheld 2
 Total 5
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NEIGHBOURHOODS

Service Area Nature of complaint
ICT Issues with MyAccount 1

Total 1

Service Area Nature of complaint  
Customers & Communities Standard of customer service at N1R 1

Time limit on use of computers at library 1
Reduced service in library on Saturdays 1
Not upheld 1

 Total 4

Service Area Nature of complaint  
Environmental Management Missed / continual missed bins 9
 Actions of crew 8
 Damage to grass from Council vehicle 3
 Bulky waste collection 3
 Bins not returned to collection point 3
 Debris following waste collections 2
 Street cleansing 1
 Lack of response to fly tipping report 1
 Replacement caddy liners not left 1
 Unused bin left at side of property 1

No update re report of dangerous tree 1
Gate at entrance to playground 1
Works on public footpath 1
Recovery action re allotment debt 1
Not upheld 16
Out of scope of complaints policy 2
Total 54

Service Area Nature of complaint  
Highways & Property Conduct of gritter driver 3 

Lack of response to service request 3
Delay in agreed works being carried out 2

 Lack of response to emails 2
 Poor maintenance of footpath 1

Inadequate repairs to potholes 1
Disabled parking bay application process 1
No grit being deposited by gritting vehicle 1
Lack of pay & display ticket machines 1
Delay in notifying PCN appeal decision 1
Conduct of Civil Enforcement Officer 1
Actions of School Crossing Patrol 1

 Not upheld 13
 Total 31
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Service Area Nature of complaint
Strategic Housing Not upheld 2
 Total 2

PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING

Service Area Nature of complaint  
Public Protection Not upheld 3
 Total 3

RESOURCES

Service Area Nature of complaint  
Revenues & Benefits Delay in processing Council Tax refund 1

Not upheld 17
 Total 18

Complaint outcomes

The graph below shows the percentage of stage one complaints received that were either 
upheld or partially upheld during 2016/17.  As can be seen below, the percentage reduced 
slightly during the fourth quarter.  
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Lessons learned

Complaints provide the Council with valuable feedback which is used to develop and 
improve our services to meet the needs of our customers.  The following are examples of 
lessons learned and action taken as a result of complaints received during the fourth 
quarter.

 Following a complaint regarding continual missed waste collections, the resident was 
contacted and a bin collection point was discussed and agreed.  All crews involved were 
informed, and the collection was put on a watch list to be monitored weekly.

 In response to a complaint regarding the conduct of a gritter driver, the incident was 
investigated by the Highways Service in conjunction with Balfour Beatty.  A full apology 
was provided both from the service and the driver involved.   Following the complaint the 
service advised that they are currently investigating the use of two-way dash cams to be 
able to record such incidents and to evidence road conditions in the future.

 An apology was given to a resident who reported issues with using MyAccount.  The 
complaint highlighted an issue with the speed and responsiveness of the site, which was 
investigated by the technical team.  The resident’s account was unlocked, and they 
were also provided with contact details for the service they wished to access.

 Following a complaint regarding the gates at the entrance to a playground, an officer 
contacted the resident to discuss her concerns.  A team was sent out to check the 
gates, and the service will look to replace the spring-loaded gates with hydraulic type 
gates.

 In response to a delay in a Council Tax refund being processed, an apology was given 
to the customer and the Team Leader reminded all members of staff to process refunds 
at the time of amending accounts.

 Following a complaint relating to a lack of pay and display machines at Hollingworth 
Lake car park, one of the machines had been out of order and was repaired.  In addition 
the small sign was replaced with clearer signage showing the conditions of use and 
regulations of the car park.

 Further to a complaint from a resident who attended Number One Riverside to register 
for Council Tax, the service apologised for unforeseen issues with the customer 
telephones.  The service agreed that it would have been helpful to display notices 
advising customers about the issue with the phones and will in future ensure this 
happens to improve customer service.

 An apology was given to a resident following a complaint that replacement caddy liners 
were not left when requested.  The Supervisor visited the resident and delivered 
replacement rolls of liners, and the crew were reminded of the need to carry additional 
caddy liners to respond to residents’ requests.
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Complaints received by Ward

Numbers of complaints reported by Ward are dependent upon customers providing their 
address details.  The graph below shows the numbers of complaints received by Ward 
during 2016/17.  It also indicates where address details have not been provided or the 
complainant resides outside of the Borough. 

As can be seen from the graph above, the number of complaints received from residents in 
most wards reduced in the final quarter of this year.  There was a slight increase in 
complaints received in Norden and East Middleton Wards; however there was no particular 
reason for this.

West Middleton Ward saw the highest number of complaints overall in 2016-17, however, 
the complaints related to a variety of issues and service areas. 

Service Requests 

A large number of complaints received are in fact service requests, and details are included 
below to evidence the very low numbers of service requests that subsequently lead to 
complaints.  For example, the number of complaints received by Environmental 
Management and Highways in the fourth quarter was 54, and 31 respectively, however; the 
number of service requests dealt with by both services during the same period was 
significantly higher.
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Environmental Management

Service Area Requests 
Q3

Requests 
Q4

New Wheelie bin request 2545 3026

Missed bin 1034 1264

Information/enquiry – street services 252 272

Fly tipping 1529 1188

Assisted collection 65 26

Remove bin 272 230

Information/enquiry – enforcement 0 0

Bulky collection 567 768

Tree maintenance 141 206

Dead animal 55 41

Dog fouling 183 220

Other service request – Waste Services 652 842

Untidy garden 138 197

Abandoned vehicle 67 108

Grass/shrub/hedge maintenance 50 32

Litter bin 39 45

Spillage on road 24 31

Graffiti 12 20

Sharps/drugs/paraphernalia 14 18

Trade waste 3 5

Fly posting 12 10

Ragwort/Knotweed 27 7

Travellers enquiry 7 8

Caddy liner request 150 222

Rights of Way 38 25

 
Total 7876 8811

Highways

Service Area
Requests 

Q3
Requests 

Q4
Bridges and Structures 4 8
Highways 9 13
Highway Maintenance 169 208
Network Development 35 33
Network Management /Traffic 208 218
Parking Services (including School Crossings) 42 31
Road Safety 5 36
Total 472 547
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Compliments

In addition to complaints, compliments are also received from customers and shared with 
the teams concerned.  

As can be seen from the graph above, a total of 76 compliments were recorded during the 
fourth quarter of 2016/17, a selection of which can be found below.  

“A great big thank you for putting up the webcam on the Town Hall to view the peregrine 
nest. As an avid photographer I have taken many photographs over the last 6 years of 
these birds, it gives another aspect to it all and provides stunning footage for all to enjoy. 
Many thanks again.”

“I would like to compliment the gentleman who drove the street cleaning machine around 
our close this morning.  What a superb and thorough job he made of it. He really seemed to 
be interested in making sure that all he did was done properly.  He is a credit to RBC.”

“We would just like to thank your office for the way you dealt with us after D's death. Would 
you please pass on our gratitude to the coroner.  She handled the whole affair with total 
professionalism and compassion for our loss and this was very much appreciated by us all.”

“Having had a rather traumatic and stressful experience with an enforcement officer, I was 
helped by the Contact Centre Advisor to make a complaint and to have the matter resolved.   
He was so helpful and compassionate, he completely put me at ease, listened, explained 
and then cheered me up no end (something I didn’t think would be possible at the time).The 
Advisor is a credit to the Council and his team.” 
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“I just wanted to say a huge thank you from the school for the opportunity to bring the two 
groups on the Town Hall tours today. The children who came along had a great time and 
were fascinated by the building. The staff found the guide very interesting and also enjoyed 
the tours. The photographs look super!   Please thank those involved in the visits today on 
my behalf. Thank you also for arranging it all for us.”

“The officer from the Blue Badge department very patiently talked me through my first 
application. It was a great help and service and I am delighted to have received my badge 
today.  It will make an amazing difference to my life.  Thanks to all the staff I have dealt 
with.....a great department!”

“I’d just like to say thank you to the Council’s team of gardeners for their hard work keeping 
the parks well maintained on a tight budget and also for the lovely spring flowering troughs 
on the railings throughout Middleton. They look lovely and a pleasure to see on a dull wet 
day like today!”

Customer satisfaction with the process

The Customer Feedback Team monitors complaints received and recorded across the 
Council to ensure compliance with complaint policy timescales and consistency in 
implementation of the process.

During the fourth quarter, a total of 122 new complaints were received, and of these only 4 
escalated to the next stage in the complaints process, indicating that the customer was 
satisfied with the response and action taken by the service concerned at the lowest level.  


